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1.The girl worked very hard in order to her goal and make her dream COlne true. 

(A) aim (B) achieve (C) focus (D) frustrate 

2. Keep a ____ attitude when you meet with challenges. As you look on the bright side, things 

will turn out well. 

(A) profitable (B) particular (C) popular (D) positive 

3. 	On the day of the job interview, we should dress in a way that makes a great first ____ 

(A) preference (B) impression (C) reaction (D) observation 

4. Traveling can bring us several ____. When traveling, we can experience different cultures 

and relax ourselves. 

(A) benefits (B) strategies (C) disadvantages (D) viruses 

5. Global warming leads to the increase of the average global _____. As the Earth is getting 

hotter and hotter, extreme weather will occur frequently. 

(A) promotion (B) preservation (C) temptation (D) temperature 

6. 	The typhoon hit the island and caused a lot of ____. 

(A) adventures (B) damage (C) decision (D) access 

7. To stay healthy, you are advised to have a ____ diet and eat not only meat but also 

different kinds of vegetables. 

(A) recorded (B) developed (C) balanced (D) scared 

8. Rainforests provide foods, fresh air and even medicine for humans and directly the 


lives of all people on the Earth. 


(A) infect (B) affect (C) effect (D) perfect 

9. Due to climate change, we can expect a large __ in sea level this century. 

(A) rise (B) arise (C) raise (D) rinse 

10. Green technology can help the amount of energy we use. 

(A) experiment (B) nurture (C) reduce (D) concern 

11. In Japan, earthquakes occur frequently, and the ___ of earthquakes has turned the country 


into a world leader in earthquake-proof construction. 


(A) security (B) competition (C) threat (D) priority 

12. Scientists and engineers try to create machines that can ___ human thought and behaviors. 

(A) imitate (B) imagine (C) recognize (D) recycle 

13. In the deep blue sea, many creatures have developed special _____ so they can survive 

in the cold, dark environment. 

(A) miracles (B) inventions (C) details (D) characteristics 

14. Even though he ahnost lost his life in the accident, he never lost his hope. His 	 won 

people's admiration. 

(A) organization (B) optimism (C) offense (D) operation 
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15. To lower the risk of being infected by a parasite, cook meat ____ before eating it. 

(A) thoroughly (B) fortunately (C) casually (D) privately 

16. Even though she is not wealthy, she still some money to the charity every month. 

(A) dismisses (B) donates (C) defines (D) discovers 

17. I treated my friends to dinner, and it was to find I didn't bring money with me. 

(A) encouraging (B) embarrassing (C) inspiring (D) relaxing 

18. College education helps students to cultivate thinking. 

(A) depend (B) dependence (C) independent (D) independence 

19. All people are born and should have the same rights. 

(A) equal (B) equality (C) quality (D) qualify 

20. It is important for everyone to learn how to ___ stress. 

(A) reliable (B) rely (C) relief (D) relieve 
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21. To stay in shape, Helen a walk every day. 

(A) takes (B) take (C) took (D) taking 

22. The mysteries of the Maya civilization scientists for a long time. 

(A) fascinated (B) have fascinated (C) were fascinating (D) fascinate 

23. We used to hours talking over the phone, but now we don't do that anymore because 

we are both busy with work. 

(A) spent (B) spending (C) spend (D) having spent 

24. the typhoon is coming, we decide to cancel the outdoor party. 

(A) Because (B) Even (C) For (D) Although 

25. This book is expensive. , it is worth it and the reader can learn a lot from this book. 

(A) No matter (B) Then (C) Thus (D) However 

26. The cell phone is thin and light. , it is convenient to carry around. 

(A) Nevertheless (B) By contrast (C) Therefore (D) For instance 

27. John F. Kennedy said, "Ask for your country." 

(A) what you can do (B) what can you do (C) what can you did (D) what you can did 

28. In addition to , Tim also enjoys playing basketball. 

(A) swim (B) swimming (C) swam (D) have swum 

29. many failures, Jenny never gave up. 

(A) In spite (B) Despite (C) Instead (D) Rather 

30. Emily and Eliza are twins, but they have different interests. ____ Emily enjoys outdoor 

activities, Eliza likes to read. 

(A) While (B) Just as (C) Since (D) So 

.31. Keep in mind those tips help you prepare for the interview. 
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(A) who (B) whose (C) which (D) where 

32. Tina comes from a city different cultures and religions coexist peacefully. 

(A) who (B) where (C) which (D) that 

33. It time to learn a foreign language. 

(A) uses (B) spends (C) costs (D) takes 

34. The following SOlne ideas that we have heard from the public about the policy. 

(A) will (B) is (C) are (D) was 

35. Tim didn't know how to improve his English and he turned to lne for ____ 

(A) advise (B) advice (C) advices (D) advising 

36. Last night, a thief into my apartment and stole some money. 

(A) breaks (B) broken (C) broke (D) break 

37. Do you mind the door for me? 

(A) opening (B) to open (C) opened (D) open 

38. An brain might have trouble with long-term memory. 

(A) injure (B) injured (C) injuring (D) injury 

39. The building by the famous architect is the tallest one in the city. 

(A) construct (B) construction (C) constructing (D) constructed 

40. Time , we will stop off in the mall to do some shopping. 

(A) permit (B) permits (C) pelmitting (D) permitted 
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Timothy Ford's house sounds like something in a science-fiction story. It took seven years and 

millions of dollars to build. One hundred electricians worked on it because of all the high-tech 

capabilities. The house is _(41)_ with sensors everywhere that interact with a pin Timothy wears. 

According to information on the pin, room temperatures, lighting and music _(42)_ change as he 

walks through the house. It's like having a control panel with him at all times. Also, after a 

_(43)_ day at work, Timothy can calculate the time he will arrive at home. On his way home, 

using his car's GPS, he _(44)_ tells his bathtub to begin filling up with hot water. Everything is 

ready for him. What a smart man with a smart house! Hopefully, this kind of high-tech hon1e can be 

_(45)__ to everyone. 

41. (A) equipped (B) equip (C) has equipped (D) equipment 

42. (A) formal (B) formally (C) automatically (D) automatic 

43. (A) tired (B) tiring (C) tire (D) tiredness 

44. (A) officially (B) widely (C) costly (D) remotely 
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45. (A) considerable (B) available (C) disable (D) portable 


Singapore is a truly multicultural, immigrant society. Its population _(46)_ comprised of the 

Malays, the Chinese, Indians, Europeans, the Japanese and Australians. The immigrants all brought 

their own _(47)_ and lifestyles, which makes Singapore a melting pot of cultures. Also, 

__(48)__ the major ethnic groups, Singapore has four official languages. Children are raised 

bilingual. In school, students can be enrolled in classes where they can use their mother tongues, 

while English is used in core classes. « .people can taste dishes and different kinds 

of cuisine from ..._(50)__ homelands. Indeed, to maintain its multiculturalism, the government 

has to work hard to develop tolerance between cultures. 

46. (A) is (B) been (C) being (D) are 

47. (A) conditions (B) communication (C) customs (D) company 

48. (A) thanks to (B) in order to (C) without (D) as a result 

49. (A) Owing to (B) According to (C) Due to (D) Besides 

50. (A) devoted (B) diverse (C) discount (D) detennined 


